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The Media: avoid at 

all costs? 

 King II spoke explicitly of media’s 
role in exposing poor governance 

 Judge Louis Brandeis in 1916: 
“sunlight is the best disinfectant”  

Gower, Modern Company Law:  "On 
the basis that ‘forewarned is 
forearmed’ the fundamental 
principle underlying the Companies 
Act has been that of 
disclosure…disclosure still remains 
the principal safeguard on which 
the Companies Acts pin their faith, 
and every succeeding Act since 
1862 has added to the extent of  
the publicity required”. 
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So where has 

it worked? 

Nedbank and Didata 

Tigon and PSC Guaranteed Growth 

Blue Financial Services 

African Bank and unsecured  

lending 

Lewis Stores  
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Recently, Blue 

Financial, African 

Bank 
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The media as 

reputational 

agents 

A phrase from King II, suggests 

choosing not to engage doesn’t work 

Tip offs, or investigation means they’ll 

write about your company anyway. 

You either get to influence the 

narrative or you don’t 

Many examples of the wrong 

approach, such as Lewis Stores 
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So why not 

engage? 
Actually, the business media creates a 

favourable impression of the private 

sector. 
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Why do 

journalists call? 

 Poor labour relations , strikes – Lonmin 

 Wierd control structures: Naspers, Pick ‘n Pay 

 Autocratic boss: Regal Bank, Fidentia 

 Poor disclosure/accounting standards: Tigon 

 “Too good to be true” syndrome: Tannenbaum 

 Excessive paper activity: Kebble 

 Related party deals that are suspicious: Tigon 

 Resignations of staff, auditors: Blue Financial 

 Cash flows don’t equal “profits”: Blue Financial 

 Excessive debt: Super Group 
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It’s always the 

cover-up … 

In case of Tiger Brands, SABC 

and construction collusion, it’s 

always the cover-up that gets 

you 

Sub-judice is a hollow excuse 

for not commenting, as recent 

case law shows 

Companies go to their graves 

for the cover-up, for example 

Sage Life 
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Access to information 

onslaught looms   

Journalists are now being taught 

how to pursue PAIA requests for 

everything, which extends 

transparency requirements 

Demands for shareholder 

registers, liabilities, court cases, 

etc 

Numerous examples – Fifa, 

Nkandla and others.  
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More cases to 

follow Alliance 

Mining   

Here, Alliance’s  

profits overstated  

by R229m yet liquidators 

demanded secrecy 

Directors falsified loan accounts, 

overstated assets 

State lost money as it collapsed 

weeks after the IDC loaned it 

R120m 
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Better journalists = 

better governance 

King: “the adoption of the 

philosophy of regulation by 

disclosure pre-supposes the 

existence of well-trained active 

financial journalists. “ 

He urged companies to “give 

every assistance” to the media 
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